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In a preceding paper [ 121, we introduced a notion of completeness for 
fuzzy uniform spaces, and we announced a construction of a completion. 
This paper is primarily devoted to the study of that completion, which 
appears to have a number of properties that one could reasonably expect in 
analogy to the situation in ordinary topology (denseness of the original space 
in its completion, extension property of uniformly continuous maps). It 
lacks, however, the property of isomorphism between a complete space and 
its completion. For that reason, we introduce the stronger notion of 
ultracompleteness, which is also a good extension of topological 
completeness. Remarkably, there is no need for ultracompletion of a given 
space, as its completion happens to be automatically ultracomplete. 
Moreover, the completion of an ultracomplete space coincides with the 
original space, and the relations we proved [ 121 to exist between 
completeness and compactness also exist between ultracompleteness and 
ultracompactness. The existence of these relations, indeed, was the reason for 
our choice of the present terminology rather than something like weak 
completeness and completeness, which perhaps would have fitted better with 
the situation in ordinary topology. 
Preceding the construction of the completion, there is some material on 
density and extension of continuous maps, which we need in the sequel. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
For definitions and fundamental results on convergence, fuzzy uniform 
spaces, and separation properties we refer to [6, 10, 131. We recall, however, 
that for a filter Sr on a set X we denote by o,(3) the prefilter 
W,(~)=(~EI~Iv&EI,:~-‘]E,l]ESr} 
= {l,]FEjT}’ 
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and that for a prelilter i’j on X we denote by z,(B) the filter 
~,(5)=~~--Il&,1ll&~~,,~~S~. 
In [7] the notion of convergent prefilter was introduced; a notion which 
lay at the basis of that of Cauchy prefilter and hyper Cauchy prefilter 
introduced in [ 121. If (X, d) is a fuzzy topological space, a pretilter 5 is 
called convergent if 
wf: lim 5(x) = c-(5). where c-(S) = EEipn\a, c(G). 
m 
If (X, II) is a fuzzy uniform space, a prefilter K is called a hyper Cauchy 
pretilter if it fulfills the following conditions: 
(HCl) c(E)= 1; 
(HC2) &=Q; 
(HC3) for all v E U and for all E E I, there exists pCI,E 6 such that 
P, x Pu, - E < v. 
In [ 121 it was shown that each hyper Cauchy prefilter contains a unique 
minimal hyper Cauchy pretilter. If we denote by ST(X) (resp. .,4(X)) the 
collection of all hyper Cauchy pretilters (resp. minimal hyper Cauchy 
prefilters), then a prefilter 5 is said to be a Cauchy pretilter if 
sup inf c(E, 8) = sup 
LE I(X) 0E P’,(3) 
BE.~(x) 0E$f(3) c(G @> = c-(5), 
m 
where the first equality is always fulfilled. A fuzzy uniform space(X, U) is 
called complete if each Cauchy prefilter is convergent. For more details on 
this we refer to [ 121. 
We also recall that in [ 131 the following separation axioms were 
introduced: 
A fuzzy topological space (X, d) is called T; if for each prefilter 5 on X 
for which c(s) > 0, lim B(x) = c(S) in at most one point x E X. 
A fuzzy uniform space (X, U) is called WUT, (resp. UT,) if for all x E X, 
4’ E x\{x) there exists v E II such that v(x, y) < 1 (resp. for ail E E I, there 
exists v E U such that v(x, y) < E). We proved in [ 131 that WUT, is 
equivalent o the condition (x # 4’ * U(x) # U(y)). 
We also recall that as usual for a fuzzy set 1 E Ix and a set A c X we put 
l,4 = A A 1,. 
Lemma 1.1 will be needed in the proof of Lemma 6.2. Recall that in a 
fuzzy uniform space (X, U), a fuzzy set ,u E Zx is called v-small for some 
vEll ifpxp<v. We then have 
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LEMMA 1.1. If (X, U) is a fuzzy uniform space, ,a, and pz are v-small jbr 
some v E U, and SUP,,,~E~, A ,uJx) = SUP.~~,~~, VP&Y), then ,a, V ,a: is v’- 
small. 
Proof: Let P,,P~, and x, 4’ E X be such that p,(x) > pu?(x) and 
p,(u) <p,(y), otherwise there is nothing to prove. Let E E I, and choose 
z E X such that 
Pu, A P&J + E 2 sup iu, v /&). 
UEX 
Then 
cu, v P2> x 01, vPu%GY) =r(l1(x) * P2(Y> 
=P,lo AP2(4’) A 01, AP2(Z) + E) 
GP,,(-X) A P,(Z) A P2@) AP,(-v) + E 
< v(x, z) A v(z,?‘) + E 
< v2(x, y) + E. 
Since this holds for all E E Z, we are done. 
2. DENSITY 
In [ 1 I] a subset Y of a fuzzy topological space (X, d) was called dense in 
X iff for all p E A we have 
We now prove first 
LEMMA 2.1. if (X, A) is a fuzzy topological space and Y cX, the 
following properties are equivalent: 
(1) VP E A: sup,,yc~(x) = SUP,,,&), 
(2) Vii E A’: infxev ,4(x) = inf,,, n(x), 
(3) VaEZ:al,.=a. 
Proof: As (2) is a mere rephrasing of (l), we only have to prove 
(2) - (3). 
Suppose (2) holds; take a E Z and recall that al y = inf(A E A’]al y < A}. 
As aEAr, al,<a, we have al,<a and thus inf,,,al,(x)<a. But 
a 1 y]). > a and so infxsv a 1 y(x) > a, whence inf=al ,(x) > a by (2). 
Therefore infxcx al,(x) = a, so al, > a and finally al,. = a. 
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Conversely, if 1 E A’, j3 = infxsX n(x) < infxsv 1(x) = a, we have al y < 1, 
so al ,, < L. As by (3) it follows that al ,, = a is a constant, we can conclude 
that a < infxpx i.(x) = /3, hence a = j3. 
That condition (3) in the preceding lemma cannot be weakened in general 
to G= 1 is proved by the following 
COUNTEREXAMPLE. Take a set X, 121~ Yc X, Y# X, a E x\Y, Z = 
x\(YU {a}). Taking for 6: the Kronecker delta, one sees easily that 
A= (al,Vpl,Vyl,,)(O~a~pgy~ l,St=&} 
is a fuzzy topology for which condition (2) of the lemma is not satisfied, 
while nevertheless i; = 1. 
The situation, however, is different if the fuzzy topology is derived from a 
fuzzy uniformity. Indeed, in that case we have 
LEMMA 2.2. If (X, U) is a fuzzy uniform space and Y c X, the following 
properties are equivalent: 
(1) YisdenseinX, 
(2) 1,= 1, 
(3) vx E x, vv E u: sup,.,y v(x,y) = 1. 
Proof That (1) S- (2) is trivial by the preceding lemma, and to prove 
(2) + (3) it is sufficient to observe that for any v E U and any x E X we have 
Finally, to prove (3) 3 (I), we take ,D E AC, E E I,, and x E X. Then there 
exists a v E U such that 
P(X) = lu(x) 2 ;y: #4Y) A v(x, Y) - E/2. 
Taking y0 E Y such that v(x, yO) > 1 - (e/2), it then follows that 
P(X) > P(Y,) A v(x, Yo) - 42 2 Pu(Yo) A (1 - E/2) - E/2 2 Pu(Yo) - E 
and consequently infxev p(x) = infxex p(x). 
In [ 11, Theorem 2.11 it was proved that in a fuzzy topological space 
(X, A) and for any A c X, the closure x of A in (X, z(A)) coincides with the 
greatest subset Z of X having the property that SUP,..~,U(X) = SUP,.,~ ,u(x) for 
any ,D E A. In view of the preceding, this means that also 
A= {x; al,(x) = a for all a E I). 
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If the fuzzy topology derives from a fuzzy uniformity, we have 
A= (x; IA(X) = 1 }. 
In particular we have 
PROPOSITION 2.3. (a) If (X, A) is a fuzzy topological space and Y c X, 
then Y is dense in (X, A) tf and only tf F= X, where the closure is taken in 
the topological space(X, I(A)). 
(b) If (X, K) is a topological space, then F= X in (X, g) ifand only if Y 
is dense in the fuzzy topological space (X, w(a)). 
Proof (a) This is a particular case of [ 11, Theorem 2.11. 
(b) This follows from (a), considering that I o w(K) = a. 
3. A UNIQUENESS PROPERTY 
It is well known that a continuous mapping from a topological space into 
a Hausdorff space is uniquely determined by its restriction to a dense 
subspace of its domain; this property is of fundamental importance in the 
study of extension properties. In order to prove an analogous property for 
continuous maps between fuzzy topological spaces, we first prove some 
lemmas. 
LEMMA 3.1. If 3 is a fdter on a set X, if %y is the set of ultraJlters 
finer than R, and tf (A ) I ~~~~~ is a family of subsets of X with A, E % for 
each 2Y E P/.F, then there is a finite subset 7J0 c Sy such that 
U Y l zo A, E ,T. 
Proof: Suppose that UyEl, A, @ JT for each finite PO c P/.F. The family 
FU {x\p,]P E P,F) then has the finite-intersection property and thus 
generates a filter .‘% 1.F. Therefore .F is contained in some P’ E P,, and so 
XjA,. E P’, which is a contradiction. 
LEMMA 3.2. If iJ is a preJlter and (v&~,~~(~) is a family of functions 
with vG E 8 for each (5 E 5$,(B), there exists a finite subset yO c 9W(5) 
such that supGE TO ve, E 3. 
Proof Recalling that [6] 
Ym(5) = ((5, P)] LV ultratilter, Z! 3 z&j)), 
we know that for each ve E (ti, there exist an ultrafilter ?Ls 3 to@). a ~6 E 8, 
and an A, E &‘@ such that vg >,u%,~~. 
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By Lemma 3.1 there exists a finite $, c ym(5) for which lJeE3, 
A,E lo@), and thus we can find a ,u E 5 giving UOEy,,AO=p-‘(]O, 11). 
Considering the cases x@ lJSE,?,AQ and x E lJe,E,POAB, we obtain easily 
that 
As the first member is clearly an element of 5, this proves the lemma. 
LEMMA 3.3. Zf X, Y are sets, f: X + Y a mapping and 5 a prefilter on X, 
then 
i.e., 
Proof: As f(G) is prime for each 8 E ym(‘8) and f(B) ~f((Fj), it is 
sufficient o prove the existence of a 8 E 9$(B) such that f(S) c (5’. 
If such a 0 did not exist, we could find for each (5 E 9,(s) a ~1~ E (5 
with &,) $ 05’. Now, by Lemma 3.2, there should exist a finite 5$ c 9,,(B) 
such that s~p~,~,,u~ E ij and thus ~up~,~J.qJ Ef@) c 8’. The pretilter 
0’ being prime, we would obtain a (5 E yO withf(,u,) E (5’, which is a con- 
tradiction. 
In [6] it was proved that a mapping f: X-r Y between fuzzy topological 
spaces is continuous iff lim f(B) >f(lim 5) for all prime pretilters 5 on X. 
The foregoing lemma allows us to extend this property to all prefilters. We 
have indeed 
THEOREM 3.4. Zf (X, A) and (Y, A’) are fuzzy topological spaces, then 
f: X + Y is continuous if and only if 
limf (5) >f (lim 5) 
for all prefilters 5 on X. 
ProoJ The “if” part is trivial. As for the “only if” part, we have, for 
YEY 
409192/2-4 
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zz sup inf xE/-‘(Y) 0E frJ3~ 
adh t%(x) 
,< inf sup adh B(x) 
(he -t',(B) xE.f-'(r) 
= 
0EiFf,3, f(adh W(Y). 
m 
Therefore, f being continuous and using the theorem in [6] in the case of 
prime prefilters, 
fW B)(Y) < inf adhf(@)(y) 
BE -1,(3, 
and so, by Lemma 3.3, 
f(lim 5)(r) < inf 
B'~.~,,,Cff3)) 
adh B’(y) = limf@)(r). 
We are now in the position to prove 
THEOREM 3.5. If f:(X,A)+(X’,A’) and g:(X,A)+(X’,A’) are 
continuous mappings from the fuzzy topological space (X, A) into a fuzz] 
topological space (X’, A’) which has the separation property (T;), and ifA is 
adensesubsetofXsuchthatflA=glA,thenf=g. 
Proof. Let a E x\p and put 
A,=(AEAlA(a)>f}. 
For 1 E A, put 
B(,l)=AnL-‘If, 11. 
By the density of A we have B(A) # 0 for each II E A,; on the other hand, 
A, is a prefilterbasis and B(A. A ,u) = B(L) n B(D) for A, ,U E A,. This means 
that 
is a prefrlterbasis. Taking 5 = [9], one verifies easily that c(S) = f, while it 
is also clear, since f and g coincide on A, that f (5) = g(s). 
For any 8 E Ym(g), by [6, Theorem 3.21 let % be an ultrafilter 
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compatible with 5 such that 6 = {pM]p E 5, ME %}. Suppose now that 
p<(a) < f and let I E d be such that 
P,w= 1 -~>P,. 
Then n(a) > i and thus ,I E d,. Further, if x E B(A), then n(x) > f and so 
p&f(x) ,< 1 -q-K) < f, which implies that Mf-lB(A A/l)= 
MnB(/l)nB(p)=0, in contradiction to the fact that % is compatible with 
5. Consequently, ~:&a) > f for all ,U E 5 and ME P, and for all ultrafilters 
P compatible with 5. Hence lim S(a) > f. 
From the preceding theorem, however, we then find 
and analogously 
lim g(S)(g(a)) 2 f- 
From f(g) = g(B), c(f@)) = c(s), and the (Ti)-property of (X’, d’) it then 
follows that f(u) = g(u). 
4. ULTRACOMPLETE SPACES 
DEFINITION 4.1. A fuzzy uniform space (X, U) is ultracomplete iff every 
minimal hyper Cauchy pretilter is a U(x) for some x E X. 
The relation of this notion to that of a complete space is settled in 
THEOREM 4.2. If a fuzzy uniform space is ultracomplete, it is complete. 
Proof. If J(X) denotes the family of minimal hyper Cauchy prefilters 
on X, then the result follows at once from the definitions of Cauchy pretilter, 
convergent pretilter, and the facts that J(X) .= (U(x)]x E X) and that 
c@(x), 0) = adh B(x) for all x E X and (5 prime [8]. 
The following result is part of [ 12, Lemma 3.41, but as we have to use it 
frequently, we quote it here for the sake of completeness: 
LEMMA 4.3. (i) If (X, kY) is a uniform space and 0 a minimal Cuuchy 
filter, then w,(F) is a minimal hyper Cuuchy prefilter on (X, w,(g)); 
(ii) If (X, U) is a fuzzy uniform space and (5 a minimal hyper Cauchl 
prefllter, then ~~(a) is a minimal Cuuchyfilter on (X, I,(U)). 
The following theorem proves that the notion of ultracompleteness is also 
a good extension: 
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THEOREM 4.4. Ler (X, ?V) be a uniform space. Then (X, w,,(*)) is 
ultracomplete if and only if (X, 7/) is complete. 
Prooj If (X, W) is complete and 0 minimal hyper Cauchy. then by 
Lemma 4.3 there exists x E X such that t,(K) = i’/(-Y). Consequently, from 
the fact that both (5 and w,(z,(E)) are minimal hyper Cauchy it follows from 
[ 6, Proposition 2.2; and 8, Theorem 6.11 that 
Q = w,(r,(K)) = w,(W(x)) = w,(kv)(x). 
Conversely, if (X, o,(%)) is ultracomplete and q minimal Cauchy, then 
again by Lemma 4.3 there exists x E X such that o,(g) = w,(W)(x). Again 
from [ 6, Proposition 2.2; 8, Theorem 6.11 it follows that 
Remark that the “only if” part also follows directly from Theorem 4.2 and 
[ 12, Theorem 3.31. 
An essential difference between completeness and ultracompleteness i
brought to evidence by 
THEOREM 4.5. A fuzzy uniform space (X, U) is ultracomplete if and on14 
if (X, I,(U)) is complete. 
Proof: First let (X, U) be ultracomplete. If Sr is a minimal Cauchy filter 
in r,(U), then w,(Y) is a minimal hyper Cauchy prefilter in (X, w, r,(U)), 
and therefore is a hyper Cauchy prefilter in (X, II). If K is the unique 
minimal hyper Cauchy prefilter contained in it, there exists, by ultracom- 
pleteness, an a E X such that c = U(a). Now zi(K) is minimal Cauchy in 
r,(U), while z,(E) c I, 0 w,(x) =x also; thus we have jr= z,(E) = 
r,(U(a)). By [8, Theorem 6.11, it follows that Sr = T(a), which proves the 
completeness of (X, z,(U)). 
Conversely, suppose that (X, l,(U)) is complete and let K be a minimal 
hyper Cauchy pretilter on (X, U). We know already that ri(E) is a minimal 
Cauchy filter on (X, z,(U)), and therefore there exists an a E X such that 
I,(%) = ?“‘^(a). Now we have 
C c w, 0 l,(K) = w,(F(a)) = w, 0 l,(U(a)) 
and also 
u(a) = w1 0 GW). 
But z,(a) being minimal Cauchy, we know that w, o z,(E) is minimal hyper 
Cauchy on (X, wu 0 l,(U)) and therefore is at least hyper Cauchy in (X, U). 
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By the uniqueness of minimal hyper Cauchy prefilters, it follows that 
a = U(a), and (X, U) is therefore ultracomplete. 
That ultracompleteness shows good properties in relation to subspaces 
follows from the next two theorems. 
THEOREM 4.6. If (X, U) is an ultracomplete fuzzy uniform space and A 
is a closed subset of X vor the topology t(t(U)), i.e., closed in the sense 
described in Section 2), then the fuzzy uniform space (A, U(A) is also 
ultracomplete. 
Proof If E is a minimal hyper Cauchy pretilter on (A, UJA) and if 
i: A +X is the canonical injection, we know that i(C) = E, is a hyper 
Cauchy prefilter on (X, U) and therefore contains a unique minimal hyper 
Cauchy prefilter a,,. As (X, II) is ultracomplete, there exists a z E X such 
that 0, = U(z). 
Now if z @ A, then L(z) = 1 - 36 with 6 > 0, i.e., 
inf sup v(t, z) = 1 - 36, 
L’EU fE.4 
and so there exists a v E U such that 
QtEA: v(t, z) < 1 - 26. 
On account of [ 12, Proposition 2.21, for each ,D E 6, we can find p E U 
such that p(z) < V(J) + 6, i.e., such that 
In particular, this would give us p(z)(z) < 1 - 6, which is impossible. 
Therefore z E A; hence U(z)lA c B and finally, by the minimality of 6, 
0 = IllA( 
THEOREM 4.7. If the fuzzy uniform space (X, U) satisj?es (WUT,), and if 
the subspace (A, U ] A) is ultracomplete, then A= A (in the sense of 
Section 2). 
Proof. If 1, (z) = 1, this means that 
Qv E ,U: sup v(z, 4’) = 1. 
YEA 
The prefilter U(z) therefore induces a pretilter (5 on A, which is clearly hyper 
Cauchy. Hence there is a minimal hyper Cauchy pretilter K, (on (A, UIA)) 
contained in (5, and by ultracompleteness an a E A such that B,, = U(a)(A. 
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By the canonical injection i: A +X, the preftlter CL, defines a prefilter 
K, = i(KO) on X. and it is clear that 0, 3 U(a). 
Now if a E U(z)IA. i.e., a = r(z)l A for some r E ll, and if E E I,,. we can 
choose a 1 E ,!I such that ,l 0 L < 17 + C. which means that 
~(~(z)) < v(z) + E. Therefore v(z)lA E 0,; hence K,, = ll(z)IA and so 
B, 1 U(z). As both U(a) and U(z) are minimal and contained in 0, , we have 
U(a) = U(z), hence z = a E A. 
5. EXTENSION OF UNIFORMLY CONTINUOUS MAPS 
In this section we prove an extension property for uniformly continuous 
maps defined on a dense subspace. In order to have a better insight into the 
whole situation, we first prove 
THEOREM 5.1. IfJ (X, U) + (X’, U’) is a continuous mapping between 
fuzzy uniform spaces, and iff is uniformlv continuous on a dense subset A of 
X, then f is uniformly continuous. 
ProoJ If E E I,, V’ E U’, we can choose a ,u’ E $I’ such that i’ < v + E. 
and then a ,D E $l such that 
x EAY E A *P(x,Y) <NCf(-~X f(wv)). 
Taking x E X, y E X, we know [ 81 that f is continuous in these points, which 
means th:t we can find 1 E $ with the property that L(x) < y @‘(x’)), 
l(y)< f (p’(y’)) (where x’=f(x),y’=f(y)), i.e., 
vz E x: qx, z) ,< P’(X’, f(z))* 4?: z) < P’(Y’, f (z)). 
If v E JI is such that v < i < L A p+ E, and if, on account of the density of 
A, we choose t, u E A such that V(X, t) > 1 - E, v(y, u) > 1 - E, we have 
v’(f (x).f (Y)) a i ‘(f (x)3 f (Y>) - E 
2 P’(f (x),f (0) AP’(f (t),f (u)) * P’(f (YXf(U)) - E 
> qx, t) A PO, u) A qy, u) - E 
a pu(t, u) - 2.t 
> i(t,u)-33E 
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2 v(x, t) A V(X,Y) A V(Y, u) - 3E 
> v(x, y) - 46 
which proves the theorem. 
We now first need a somewhat technical 
LEMMA 5.2. Zf (X, U) is a fuzzy uniform space, (X’, U’) an ultracom- 
plete fuzzy uniform space, Z-c X x X’ such that 
(a) c= 1 ifA=pr,T= (x13x’EX’:(x,x’)Er), 
(b) Vu E II’, 3v E u: (x, x’) E r, (y, y’) E z- =a V’(X’,J”) > v(x, y), 
then 
VaEX, 36’ E X’: l,(a, b’) = 1, 
where the closure i;: is taken in the product space XX X’, U X U’. 
Proof: Let a E X be arbitrary but fixed. For v E U, E E I, we put 
F,,, = (x’ E X’ 13~ E A, (x, X' ) E r, v(a, X) 2 1 - E } c X’. 
From 1, = 1 and Lemma 2.2 it follows that there is always an x E A such 
that v(a, x) > 1 - E and thus F,,,, # 0. Furthermore, it follows from the very 
definition that 
Therefore, if A E U, p E U, 0 < E < 6, we have 
and this means that 
B= {l,-rJvEU,&Ez,) 
is a prefilterbasis on X’. 
Put, with the notations of [lo], 0 = B; then the prefilter a satisfies (HCl) 
as all the elements of 9 attain their maximum 1, and (HC2) by construction. 
As to (HC3), we take V’ E U’, 6 > 0 and then choose v as guaranteed by (b), 
and p E ,U such that $ < u + 6. 
Taking rp = IF,,*& x lFp 69 x’ E X’, y’ E X’, we have 
(1) if lFJx’) = 0 or b,..d (y’) = 0, then ~(x’, y’) = 0 < v’(x’, y’) + 26 
(2) if lF,.)(x’) # 0, lF,,,&( y’) # 0, there exist x E A, y E A such that 
(x, xl) E r, (Y, y’) E r, ,u(a, x) 2 1 - S, da, Y) 2 1 - 8, whence ,4x, a) A 
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,~(a, y) > 1 - 6; thus i (x, 1~) > 1 - 6 and therefore v’(x’, J” ) > V(X, J) > 
$(,Y,Y) - 6 > 1 - 26 = 1,-Z, ,,(x’) A lFz ,( .I?‘) - 26 = cp(s’,~l’) - 26. This 
proves that (HC3) is also satisfied. 
As (X’, U’) is ultracomplete, there exists b’ E X’ such that U(b’) c a, and 
we have only to prove that l,(a, 6’) = 1, i.e., that 
inf sup I.EU,L”EU’ YEX.Y’EX’ 
l,( y, ,1”) A ~(a, .11) A v’(b’, y’) = 1, 
i.e., that 
vv E u, VV E U’: yE~,;pEx, I,-(Y, I”) A v@, Y) A f@‘T c”) = 1. 
To do this we take v E U, u’ E U’, S E I,. As U(b’) c (5, we know that 
there is a family ( lF,,,,E,).LE,O such that 
where we can always suppose that E-, < 1. For y E FL.6,E6 there is a y’ such 
that (y,y’)ET, v(a,y)> 1 -sg> l-6. 
Since also 
we have 
u’(b’, y’) > (“P,,Eg - S)(f) = 1 - 6, 
~(a, y) A v’(b’, y’) > 1 - 6, 
hence (while l,( y, ~7’) = 1) 
and finally 
l&,4”) A v(a,y) A v’(b’,j”) > 1 - 6, 
yE;UyyEX, I,(Y,Y’) A ~(a, Y) A v’(b’, y’) > 1 - 6, 
which completes the proof. 
As the preceding lemma offers the possibility of constructing an extension, 
we have to examine the continuity of this extension. This is done in 
LEMMA 5.3. Iff: A +X’ is a uniformly continuous mapping of a dense 
subspuce A of a fuzzy uniform space (X, U) into a fuzzy uniform space 
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(X’, U’), and lyf X + X’ is an extension off such that G(x,fix)) = 1 for all 
x E X, where r is the graph off, then 7 is uniformly continuous. 
Proof. If E E I, and V’ E U’, then we can find a ~1’ E Jl’ such that 
$‘<v’+c; then apEU such that 
and finally a I E ,U for which i 6 p + E. 
Now if x E X, y E X, x’ =fix), y’ =A y), then G(x, x’) = 1, G(y, y’) = 1. 
As A is dense, we can find t E A, u E A such that 1(x, t) > 
1 - E, L(y, u) 2 1 - E, and hence ~‘(x’, t’) > 1 - 2~ and p’( y’, u’) > 1 - 2~ 
if t’ = f (t), u’ = f (u). Therefore, 
v’(x’, y’) > $(x’, y’) - E >,u’(x’, t’) A p’(t’, u’) A p’(u’, y’) - E 
&f(t,u)-3E>R (t,u)-4E 
> qt, x) A qx, y) A /I( y, u) - 4E > qx, y) - 5&, 
which, by the arbitrariness of v and E, proves the theorem. 
We need now a result on images of hyper Cauchy prefilters. 
PROPOSITION 5.4. Zf (X, U) and (X’, U’) ure fuzzy uniform spaces, 
J X+X’ is uniformly continuous, and (I is hyper Cauchy on X, then f (6) is 
hyper Cauchy on X’. 
Prooj That (HCl) is satisfied follows at once from the fact that 
c(f (0)) = c(a). Condition (HC2) follows from the observation that for any 
family W,,,, E (5’0 we have 
As to (HC3), let V’ E U’ and E E Z,. Since f is uniformly continuous, there 
exists v E U such that v < dfx f)-‘(v’) and there exists pEE Q such that 
p, x pE - E < V. It suffices now to show that f 01,) X f @,) - E < v’, which is 
straightforward and will be left to the reader. 
In addition to the foregoing, we also prove 
PROPOSITION 5.5. Zf (X, U) and (X’, U’) are fuzzy uniform spaces, 
f: X+ X’ is uniformly continuous, and 5 is an upper Cauchy prefdter on X, 
then f (5) is an upper Cauchy prefilter on X’. 
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Proof Choose c < c(f(5)) = c(5). Then there exists 0. E.~&(X) such 
that inf@, r’ ,5, ~(0. 8) > c. From Proposition 5.4 it follows that f(o) is 
hyper Cauchmy and from [ 12, Proposition 2.21 it then follows that there exists 
a unique al, E. 4(X’) such that 0; cf(K). By Lemma 3.3 we now have 
This proves that supEtE fltx,, inf,,, Y’,(f(l,, c(O’, S’) > c(f@)), which means 
that f(s) is an upper Cauchy pretilter. 
Uniqueness of possible extensions has already been considered in 
Theorem 3.5. In the case of uniform spaces, however, the (Ti)-condition can 
be weakened, as we prove in 
LEMMA 5.6. Zf f: (X3 U) -+ (X’, U’) and g: (X, U)+ (X’, U’) are 
uniformly continuous mappings from a fuzz~f uniform space (X, U) to a fuzzy 
uniform space (X’, U’) which satisfies (WUT,), and such that f (A = glA, 
where A is a dense subset of X, then f = g. 
ProoJ Choosing x E X, we consider the prefilter c with 23 = { px.A 1 v E U) 
as a base, where v,.., is defined by V, A = I A l,d. 
That ‘23 is a prefilterbase and that K satisfies (HC 1) follow from the 
density of A; (HC2) is a consequence of the corresponding property of fuzzy 
uniformities; and (HC3) results from (FU4) and (FU5) (notations as in 
[IO]). So 0 is a hyper Cauchy prefilter. 
Since f and g are uniformly continuous, on one hand f (a) and g(a) are 
hyper Cauchy prefilterbases, and as f (8) = g(d) is a bss for both of thz, 
we have f (0) = g(0); on the other hand, U’(f (x)) Cf (a), U’( g(x)) c g(C). 
The prefilters U’(f(x)) and U’(g(x)) both being minimal hyper Cauchy 
filters contained in f(K), we obtain f (x) = g(x). 
Putting together the foregoing results, we obtain 
THEOREM 5.7. If f: A + (X’, U’) is a uniformly continuous mapping 
from a dense subspace A of a fuzzy uniform space (X, U) to an ultracomplete 
fuzzy uniform space (X’, U’) which satisfies (WUT,), then there exists a 
unique f: X + X’ which is continuous and an extension off, and this? is even 
uniforrn~~~ continuous. 
Proof: Existence off follows from Lemmas 5.2 and 5.3, and uniqueness 
from Theorem 5.1 and Lemma 5.6. 
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6. CONSTRUCTION OF A COMPLETION 
If one defines some kind of completeness for a fuzzy uniform space, it is a 
natural question to ask if there exists also some kind of a completion J!? of a 
given uniform space X, i.e., a complete uniform space in which X is in some 
sense imbedded as a dense subspace. Such a space will be constructed in the 
sequel; it will moreover happen to be automatically ultracomplete. 
Thus let (X, U) be a fuzzy uniform space. For convenience of notation put 
X(X) = d and define the mappings 
i:X+*:x-+U(x), j=iXi. 
IfAE U thenwedefineXEI’X’ 5 ’ by 
X(C,, El)= 1 -inf{&EI,(3~,E~,n02,~u,XCr,-&E,<R). 
Also, for convenience of notation we put 
Thus X(K,, 0,) = 1 - inf E(c:,, c5,, 1). 
The idea behind this definition is clear. If a, and Q, are minimal hyper 
Cauchy prefilters, then their degree of I-closeness depends on how much we 
have to push elements in 0, n 0, down for them to become l-small. In order 
to show that the family {x: jl E ,U} is a basis for a fuzzy uniformity on 2, we 
first prove 
LEMMA 6.1. For an}’ A E ,U the following inequalities hold: 
ProoJ (1) j’ (I) <L. Let x,y E X, then j’ (1)(x, y) = x(U(x), U(y)). 
Now if E E E(U(x), U(y), A), there exists pE E U(x) n U(y) such that 
p, x pu, - E < A which implies 
n(x,.,)~~U,(X)A~U,(y)--= 1 --E 
2 1 - inf E(U(x), U(y), A) = X(U(x), U(y)). 
(2) 1 < 2’ (i). Again let x, y E X. It will suffice to show that for all 
6 E I, 
1 A (1 - 1(x, y) + 6) E E(U(x), U(Y), R). 
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(i) If 1 - A(x,J) + 6 > 1, there is obviously nothing to prove. 
(ii) If 1 - A(s,y) + 8 < 1, then put u = 1 -1(x, y) + 6 and put 8 = 
(A + a) A 1. Clearly 0 E $I and 0(x,-~) = 1. Now put ~1 = f?(x) V O(y) E 
U(x) r‘l U(y); then we have for any u, ~1 E X either 
B(x)(u) < e(~)(u) and 19(x)(c) < f?(~~)(t?), and then 
p x P(U, 0) = ecu, x) A ecx, Ll) 
< B(u, u) < d(u, v) 
or 
8(x)(u) < B(y)(u) and Q)(v) < B(x)(u), and then 
P x P(U, tl) = ecu, X) A e(jr, V) 
= e(24, X) A e(.u, 4’) A e(y, V) 
< B(u, v). 
Consequently, p x ,u < J. 
Remarking that also for any u, LJ E X b(,, V) = 1 A (i(n, v) + 
a)< (u,o)+a, R it follows that p x p < + GI which proves that li 
a E W(x), WY), Ji ). 
LEMMA 6.2. The family (1: i E ,U) is a basis for a fuzzy uniformity 
on 2. 
Proof: To show (FUBl) (notations as in [lo]), let V, <E ,U; then for any 
6,. a, E J$? we have that 
E(a,,az.vAr)cE(O,,a,,v)nE(a,,o,,r), 
as is easily verified. This, however, implies at once that v?e < v^ A [. To 
prove (FUB2) it suffices to remark that for any L E $I and a E 2 we have 
E(K, 0, A) = Z,, which implies I(& 0) = 1. Condition (FUB3) is evident as 
for any A E ,U, 1 itself is symmetric by definition. To prove (FUB4), let 
A E ,U and 6EZ,; choose &E Jl such that & o L$ -6<A. For any 
K,,O,EJ?we have 
and 
X(ci, %) + 6 = 1 - inf E(E:, , O,, A) + ij. (2) 
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Now let a E E(t5.,, E, <) and /I E E($ (I,, <); then there exist ,u, E Q, n & 
and cl0 E (.I n 0, such that p, X pu, - a < < and p. x ,uo -/I < <. This implies 
that 
P,x&Gtr+avD)A 1 and Pfl x PLJ < (r + cf v P) A 1. 
Since pu,, uo E 0 and (5. is hyper Cauchy we have SUP,,~P, A pB(x) = 1 
and consequently, supxExpa A ps(x) = SUP,,~~~ V am, so that from 
2 
Lemma 1.1 it follows that ,u, V p’. is (< + a V /?) A l-small. Further since for 
any u, v E X we have 
(FTiZ$jTl (24, u) = (i(u, v) + a VP) A 1 
< (A(24 v) + 6 + a V P) A 1 
< A(24 v) + 6 + a V P, 
and since also ~1, V pg E B, n a,, this proves that 6 + a V2/3 E E(C,, a,, A), 
which with reference to equalities (1) and (2) shows that t, - 6 < 1. 
THEOREM 6.3. If (X, U) is a fuzzy uniform space, then (2, fi) (where fi 
is the fuzzy uniformity with basis (1: I E ,U)) is an ultracomplete (WUT,) 
uniform space which contains i(X) as a dense subset. 
ProoJ The proof will be subdivided into several parts. 
(1) i(X) is dense in 2. To prove this, it is obviously sufficient o prove 
part (3) of Lemma 2.2 for all 1, where A E $.I. 
Suppose (5 E 2 and E E I,. Choose r E $l such that i - (43) < A, and 
then choose ,u’ E K such that ,& x ,u’ - (e/3) Q <. Since c(E) = 1, there exists 
x E X such that P’(X) > 1 - (e/3). Now choose V, E U(x) such that 
V, x u, - (s/3) < < and put p, = P’ V u, E K n U(x). Distinguishing, for given 
u, v E X, between the cases p’(u) < wx(u), p’(u) > V,(U) and p’(v) < V,(U), 
p’(v) > ~~(0) as we did in the proof of Lemma 6.1, the reader can easily 
verify that ,uE x 1~~ - E < A. Consequently, E(& U(x), A) = I, and 
sug ;i(& U(x)) = sufl (1 - inf E(& U(x), A)) = 1, 
which by Lemma 2.2 shows that i(X) is dense in X. 
(2) If 0 is a minimal hyper Cauchy prefilter on 2, then 3’ (0) is a 
minimal hyper Cauchy prefilter on X. 
By definition we have 
T(0)= [{ 7(u);pE0}]. 
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We show first that supxcA i! (U)(X) = 1 for each ,U E 0, which at the same 
time proves the existence of 7’ (0) and the equality c( 7’ (0)) = 1, i.e., 
(HC 1). Therefore let ,U E 0 and e E I, : from the minimality of 0 it follows 
that there exist ,D’ E 0 and v E U such that 
qu’> - E/2 <#Ll. (3) 
Since 0 is hyper Cauchy on 1, it follows from (HCl) that we can find 
K, E 2 such that ~‘(a,) > 1 -s/2 and since i(X) is dense in k we can find 
x E X such that ‘&,, U(x)) > 1 - c/2. Then 
7’ (u)(x) 2 qd)(U(x)) - E/2 
>P’(O) A w,, U(x)) - 4 
>l-E, 
and thus supXsX 7’ b)(x) = 1. 
Condition (HC2) follows easily from the observation that for any family 
We,,, of fuzzy sets on 2 we have 
-*’ I 
( 
;,uIp (v, - E) = ;y ( i’ (v,) - E). 
0 ) 0 
To prove (HC3), let 1 E ,$I and E E I,,. Since 0 is hyper Cauchy on 2 it 
follows from (HC3) that there exists ,B E 0 such that ,U x ,B < j + E. It then 
follows from Lemma 6.1 that i’ @) x i’ @) < A + E. 
To prove that i’ (0) is minimal, we consider (3) again, but now choose 
v’ E ,U such that i’ - e/2 < v. From Lemma 6.1 we then have for all x E X 
i’ (u)(x) > lyp’)(U(x)) - E/2 
> fi! P’(W)> A V(Y), U(x)) - 42 
> sup 7’ (U’)( JJ) A 2’ (: ‘)( y, x) - & 
VEX 
> sup i’ @f’)(y) A V’(J’, x) - & 
YEX 
= v’( 7’ @d))(x) - E. 
(3) If 0 is a minimal hyper Cauchy preJilter on 2, then 0 = fi( 7’ (0)). 
We shall denote i’ (0) = 0. Since both 0 and a(0) are minimal hyper 
Cauchy, it suffices to show, for instance, that o(0) c 0. 
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Let v E $ and E E I,, be fixed. We are to show that there exists p E 0 
such that c(0) > ,U - E. First choose v, E $ such that 
then, since 0 is hyper Cauchy, we can find ,u E 0 such that 
,u x p - E/4 < 0,. 
This choice of p will fulfill the requirement. 
To prove this, we choose v2 E ,U such that both 
? 
v2- E/4 < VI and v2 < v,. 
Since 0 is hyper Cauchy, we can find ,u, E 0 such that both 
: 1 
I &,)x i’@,)-E/4<V2 and rul G/4 
and as c(0) = 1, there exists an x E X such that 
i’ (p,)(x) > 1 - E/4. (4) 
Then, for any 4’ E X, 
1’ ti,)(Y) < V,(X,Y) + E/4, 
since otherwise, in view of (4), we should have i’ (U,)(Y) A i’ (U,)(X) > 
V2(-? v) - E/4. 
Putting r = 7’ (,u,) V v2(x) E 0 n U(x), we have r < vz(x) + c/4, and 
thus, for all s, t E X, 
r x as, t) < (5(x, s) + E/4) A (VAX, 0 + E/4) 
< v2(s, x) A v2(x, t) + E/4 < : 2(s, t) + E/4. 
Hence ~/4 E E(0, U(x), i,), whence t,(0, U(x)) > 1 - c/4; therefore 
ru(W)> A f,(W), 0) >P,,(~(x>> A (:zW), 0) - d4) 
> (I- c/4) A (: z(W), 0) - c/4) 
> Z2(U(x), 0) - E/4 2 1 - E/2. 
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It then follows that for any K E 2 
< b,(K, c5) + 3&/4 < v^(s)(a) + E 
(4) (2, u) is ultracomplete. If 2 is the family of minimal hyper Cauchy 
filters on 2, it follows from (2), (3), and [ 12, Proposition 2.31 that 
(5) (2, c) satisfies WUT,. We have to prove that for 6, EM(X), 
a, EM(X), (5, # a, there exists a I E ,lI such that x(6.,, t&) < 1. Suppose 
not, and consider K = K, n &, . Then 
6) c(C, f-7 C,> = sup{cW,), c&)1 = 1; 
(ii) a-, = tIi n (5,; 
(iii) by definition of 2, we obtain inf E(E,, &,, A) = 0 (for all 1 E ,U), 
which means 
VI. E &I, v/E E I,, 3p,EQ,nK:,:pu,xpu,-.5<k 
Altogether K, n a, should be hyper Cauchy, which is impossible by the 
minimality of (Ii and (5,. 
7. FURTHER PROPERTIES 
Just as in ordinary topology, we can derive from the preceding a charac- 
terization of 2. We shall use in this section the same notations as in 
Section 6. We begin with 
PROPOSITION 7.1. The uniformity U on X is the initial uniformity of d by 
the mapping X 5 2, and i is injective (and so (X, U) is a subspace of (2, U)) 
iff (X, U) is WUT,. Moreover, i is uniformly continuous. 
This is obvious from the construction and Lemmas 6.1 and 6.2. We then 
need 
LEMMA 7.2. Let (X, U) be a fuzzy uniform space and x, y E X, then 
U(x) = U(y) ifand only ifinfUEu v(x, y) = 1, i.e., Vv E U : v(x, y) = 1. 
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Proof The proof is analogous to the one of [ 13, Lemma 4.11. 
We are then able to prove 
THEOREM 7.3. If (X’, U’) is an ultracomplete WUT, fuzzy uniform 
space and f: X+X’ a untformly continuous map, then there is a unique map 
&f,li)+(X’,U’) h’h w IC is continuous and satisfies TO i = f, and this f is 
even uniformly continuous. 
Proof. Take x E X, y E X such that i(x) = i(y), i.e., U(x) = U(y). As f is 
continuous we can find, for each p’ E U’, a ,u E $ such that 
vz E x: 46 2) Q P”(f(x),f (z)), Pu(Y, 2) & P’(f (Yhf (z>>* 
As U(x) = U(y), however, we have 
and so, if EEI,, we can find a z E X such that ~(x, z) > 1 -E, 
,~(y, z) > 1 - E. Therefore, 
; ‘df(x),f (Y)) 2 P’df(X)9f (z)) A P’df(Z),f (Y)) > 1 - &. 
The arbitrariness of P’ E U’ thus shows that U’(f(x)) = U/u(y)), whence 
f(x) = f (y). From this it follows that there is a unique map f, : i(X) -+ X’ 
such that f, o i =f 
If, then, for V’ E U’ we take v E U so as to have dfx f)(v) < v’, it also 
follows, by easy verification, from the surjectivity and Lemma 6.1 that 
dfo XfJVl i(X) X i(X)) < v’, 
which means that f, is uniformly continuous. The existence of the desired f
then follows from Theorem 5.7. 
As conversely every solution f of the problem has to satisfy f ] i(X) = fO, 
the uniqueness of a function $, even if it is only continuous, follows from 
Theorem 3.5. 
From this theorem follows, just as in ordinary topology, that we have 
THEOREM 7.4. If X is a dense subspace of an ultracomplete WUT, fuzzy 
uniform space Y, then the canonical injection X + Y can be extended to an 
isomorphism between d and Y. 
PROPOSITION 7.5. If (X, U) is a fuzzy uniform space, (Y, U,) a ( WUT,)- 
ultracomplete fuzzy uniform space, and i: X + Y a uniformly continuous 
4il9!9212-5 
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mapping with the property that for each ( WUTJ-ultracomplete fuzzy untform 
space (Z, U,) and each untformly continuous f: X-, Z there is a unique 
untformly continuous f: Y + Z such that f =J‘o i. then i(X) is dense in Y. 
Proof Taking A = i(X), we know by Theorem 4.6 that A is ultracom- 
plete. Considering f: X-+ A, defined by f(x) = i(x), there is a unique 
uniformly continuous f ‘: Y -+ A such that f =f’ o i. If f” =j of ‘, where 
j: A -+ Y is the canonical injection, then f” o i = i = id, o i, and therefore 
f” = id,. Hence j is surjective, i.e., i(X) = Y. 
If (X, %) is a uniform space, we shall in the sequel denote by (x, 8) its 
Hausdorff co_mpletion, where 2 is the set of minimal Cauchy filters on 
(X, ;7/) and i”c the uniformity with {p; VE ,U} as a basis (,% being the set 
of symmetric entourages), defining P by 8= {(.X, y); FE 2, $? E 2, 
3McX:ME.~-n.~andMxMcV}. 
Starting with a uniform space (X, %), we can now construct in two 
different ways an ultracomplete fuzzy uniform space by considering on one 
hand (g, mu(@)) and on the other hand (A(X), US)), where A’(X) is the 
set of minimal hyper Cauchy prefilters on (X, o&V)). The question arises 
whether these two spaces are isomorphic. To answer this question we remark 
first of all that by [ 12, Lemma 3.41 we have two maps 
1,:.X(X)-G and 0, :X4(X) 
for which in any case I, o w, = idf. Now if a E A(X), we know that I,(E) is 
a minimal Cauchy filter on (X, I,(w,(%)) = W) and therefore w, o r,(E) 16 
is a minimal hyper Cauchy prefilter on (X, o,(g)). By [ 12, Proposition 2.21 
therefore, w, o r,(E) = K, which proves that I, and o, are inverse bijections. 
We are now able to prove 
THEOREM 1.6. If (X. V) is a uniform space, the ultracomplete fuzzy 
uniform spaces ((d(X), a$%)) and (2, co,($)) are isomorphic, and I, and 
o, are isomorphisms. 
Proof: It is sufftcient to prove that 1, and w, are uniformly continuous. 
(a) I, is uniformly continuous. If p E o,(g) and E > 0, we know that 
p--i ] 1 - E, 1 ] E @, so there is a symmetric V E % such that 
_vcp-‘11 -&, 11. Then A = I,- E w,(g). If &, E A(X), 0, E M(X), 
l(K,, C2) = ‘,-p > 0, we can take 6 E I, such that p + 26 < 1. By the very 
definition of 1, there exists an a E a, n Ez such that a x a < 1 + p + 6. Then 
M=cv’]p+26, l]~l,(K,)nl,(a,) 
and 
xEM,yEM*a(x)Aa(y)>p+26*~(x,y)>6>O*(x,y)E V, 
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which means that r,(tI,) and I,(&) have a V-small element in common, 
whence (~,(a,), II_(&)) E r and thus p(r,(tE,), ~,(a,)) > 1 -E. Therefore 
r$Gw9 l,(Q) 2 w,, %I - &, which remains trivially true if 
qc:,, a,) = 0. 
(b) w, is uniformly confinuous. If J E w,(Z!), E E I,,, we have 
V = 1-l [ 1 - E, 1 ] E %. Then p = 1~ E o,(g). For arbitrary elements x, 
and .F1 of #, two cases are possible: 
(1) ,u(R,, ;T;) = 0 and then trivially 
P(&,sT,) < b4(sTI), w,(6)) + E 
(2) p(Y,,F*)= 1; then there is an MEF,njr, with MxMc V. 
Taking a = I,, we have a E u,(&)n wi(SJ, while 
aXa-s=lMX1,M-E<lV-s<& 
and therefore inf E(w,(ST,), o,(F*), A) < E, which proves that in this case 
also Qo,(~,), w,(F2)) 2 1 -E >,a(F,,FJ - e. 
Taking a fuzzy uniform space (X, U) as a starting point, we can in an 
ana_logous way consider the complete uniform spaces (2, lx)) and (J(X), 
I,(U)), where -.X(X) is the set of all minimal hyper Cauchy prefilters on 
(X, U). 
We know by Lemma4.3 that z,(K) is a minimal Cauchy filter on 
(X. f,(U)) if K Ed(X), and so we have again a mapping 
On the other hand, if .Y is a minimal Cauchy filter on (X, r,(U)), we know 
that w,(Y) is a minimal hyper Cauchy pretilter on (X, w, o r,(U)), and thus 
is a hyper Cauchy prefilter on (X, U) (as U c w, 0 r,(U)). We therefore 
define a mapping 
by taking for w:(x) the unique minimal hyper Cauchy prelilter on (X, U) 
contained in o,(F). 
As I, o w:(x) c I, o wI(F) =.F, the filter I, o w:(F) being a minimal 
Cauchy filter, we have I, 0 w: = id,-. On the other hand, if 5 EM(X), we 
have r,(g),E 2 and 5 co, o r,(s). Therefore w: 0 r,(S) = 5 by [12, 
Proposition 2.21, and so I, and w;” are inverse bijections. 
We can now prove 
THEOREM 7.7. If (X, U) is a fuzzy uniform space, the complete uniform 
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spaces (. H(x), I,@)) and (2, lx)) are isomorphic and I, and wI * are 
isomorphisms. 
Prooj (a) I, is uniformly continuous. Taking V E IS), there is a 
W = I’-‘] 6, 1 ] E r,(U), where v E II, 6 E I,, such that Iv c V. Then 
E = i + 6/2E I, and U= G-‘Is, l] E I,(@. If (a,, C&) E U, there is an 
a=a,f~C~ satisfying axa<v+(l-E). Then A=a-‘]e,l]~~,(K,)n 
r,(02). while on the other hand 
and thus A x A c W, whence (I,(&,), ~,(a,)) E fllc V. 
(b) CO: is uniformly continuous. We know that a basis for I,,@) is given 
by {I-‘]E, 11; LEU, EEI,}. Given 1EU, cE1,, we first choose a vE,U 
such that 
:<n+rl (rl = (1 + &)/2) 
and put W=v-‘]J,l]Ez,(U) (6=(1-c)/2). If (g,,gz:)~ w, there is an 
MEF,;P,nEz with MxMc W. Then l,,,Ew,(@,)n~,(@?‘~) and hence 
a = V( lM) E wf(%?,) fY w:(SQ (by [ 12, Proposition 2.21). But a(x) = 
sup,,,,, v(x, t) and therefore 
= sup v(x, t) A V(Y, u) (f,U)EMXBf 
< sup v(x, t) A v( y, u) A v(t, u) + (1 - 6) (f,U)EMXM 
(as v(t, u) > 6 on M x M). Therefore 
4x1 A 4~) < sup v(x, t) A v( y, u) A v(t, U) + (1 - 6) (I,U)EXXX 
= qx, y) + (1 - E). 
This means that inf E(o:(F,), COILED), L) < 1 -E and hence x(o:(V,), 
wI*(@Q) > 6 i.e., (w:(F,), 01*(SQ) E A-‘] E, 1). 
An immediate consequence of Theorem 7.6 is 
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COROLLARY 7.8. If a fuzzy uniform space (X, U) is uniformly generated, 
then its ultracompletion is also. 
8. RELATIONS BETWEEN (ULTRA)~OMPLETENESS AND 
(ULTRA)COMPAC-INESS 
In order to study these relations, we start with 
LEMMA 8.1. If (X, U) is a fuzzy uniform space and K a hyper CauchJl 
prefilter, then for any x E X we have adh c(x) = 1 if and only if (5 ZJ U(x). 
Proof: The “if” part follows trivially from [8, Theorem 7.1(i)] since adh 
O(x) = c(K, U(x)) = c(C) = 1. 
To prove the “only if” part, let 4 E U and E E 1,. Choose v E ,U such that 
VOV--E/~<~ and ,uuEc such that ~x,u-~/~<v. Again from 
[ 8, Theorem 7.1 (i j] it follows that we can find y E X for which 
(,u A v(,u))(y) > 1 - s/3. Then for all z E X we have 
P(Z) = P(Z) A MY> A 4x9 Y) + s/3) 
< P(Z) A P(Y) A 4% Y) + s/3 
G V(Z, Y> A V(X, Y) + 20 
< v 0 v(x, z) + 2s/3 < t(x)(z) + E, 
which from (HC2) implies that T(x) E a. 
COROLLARY 8.2. For a prefilter Q, the following properties are 
equivalent: 
(a) PreJilter a is minimal hyper Cauchy and adh Q(x) = 1, 
(b) Prefilter (5 = U(x). 
THEOREM 8.3. A fuzzy unij%rm space (X, U) is ultracompact if and only 
tf it is precompact and ultracomplete. 
Proof To show the “if’ part, let 5 be a prime prelilter for which 
c(B) = I and 8 = 3. By [ 12, Theorem 3.l(iii)], $j is hyper Cauchy and 
consequently there exists x E X such that i’j 3 U(x). It then follows from 
Lemma 8.1 that adh s(x) = 1, which by [9, Corollary 4.2(v)] proves that 
(X, U) is ultracompact. 
Conversely, to show the “only if” part, suppose (X, U) is ultracompact. 
Then we obviously need only show that (X, U) is ultracomplete. If tS is a 
minimal hyper Cauchy prefilter, then again by [9, Corollary 4.2(vi)] there 
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exists x E X such that adh E(x) = 1. Then by Corollary 8.2 it follows that 
0 = U(x). 
The following counterexample shows that even in the presence of precom- 
pactness the notions of ultracompleteness and completeness do not coincide. 
The proofs of the assertions we make can be found in 19) and we shall not 
reproduce them here. 
COUNTEREXAMPLE. Let X = [0, I[ and let P denote the usual uniformity 
on X. Further let 8 be defined by 8: XX X + I: (x, y) + x A y. Define the 
fuzzy uniformity U by 
Then (X, U) is compact but not ultracompact. 
Consequently, it follows from [ 12, Theorem 4.41 that (X, U) is both 
complete and precompact but from Theorem 7.3 that it is not ultracomplete. 
This example also shows that for a complete space X, the space 8 need not 
coincide with X. 
PROPOSITION 8.4. Let (X, U) be a fuzzy uniform space and Y c X. Then 
(i) if (X, U) is precompact, (Y, U Iy) is precompact. 
(ii) if Y is a dense subset of X and (Y, U jy) is precompact, (X, LI) is 
precompact. 
Proof. (i) This is trivial. 
(ii) Let v E U and E E I,. Choose u, E $I such that i , < v + e/3. From 
the precompactness of Y it follows that there exist ,u, , p, ,..., ,u,, E I’ such that 
SUPI<i<n pi > 1 -e/3 and such that for all i = 1, 2,..., n one has 
~~ x pi - ~13 < v, . As Y is dense in X, we can now define a function X+ Y 
choosing for each x E X, y, E Y such that v,(x, y,) > 1 - e/3, and after that 
we can define a function X+ ( 1, 2,..., n) choosing for each x E X, i(x) such 
that ,uicx,( y,) > 1 - e/3. Finally, defining ,6, E Zx by 
PkCx) =iUitx)(Yx)~ 
= 0, 
if k = i(x), 
if k # i(x), 
we have 
sup Z&(x) > 1 - E/3 
k 
(choosing k = i(x)), (a) 
i&tx) x bk(z) = OV if k # i(x) or k # i(z), 
= pk(Yx) x r(lk(Y;)V if k = i(x) = i(z), (b) 
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and thus in any case 
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P,(x) x IL(z) < VI(YXYYZ) + 43 
= (VI(X~Y,) + e/3) A Vl(YX~Y,) A (bulky,) + E/3) + E/3 
G w,Y,) A ~(Y~,Y,) A v,(Y~~ 4 + 243 
< : ,(x, z) + 2e/3 
< v(x, z) + E, 
which proves the theorem. 
THEOREM 8.5. Let (X, U) be a fuzzy uniform space. Then the following 
properties are equivalent: 
(i) Space (X, U) is precompact, 
(ii) Space (X, ti) is compact, 
(iii) Space (2, IQ is ultracompact. 
ProoJ That (i) z= (iii) is an immediate consequence of Lemma 8.4 and 
Theorem 8.3. That (iii) 3 (ii) is trivial, and that (ii) * (i) follows at once 
from Lemma 8.4(ii). 
9. AN ULTRACOMPLETENESS CRITERION 
As ultracompleteness i  a stronger property than completeness, one can 
ask under which additional conditions completeness will imply ultracom- 
pleteness. We give such a condition further on, but first quote 
LEMMA 9.1. Let (X, U) be a fuzzy uniform space and x, y E X such that 
infL,,,, v(x, y) = 1. Then for all ,a E Ix : p(x) = p(y). 
Proof. This follows at once from the definition of closure and from 
Lemma 8.1. 
THEOREM 9.2. Let (X, U) be a fuzzy uniform space which fulfills the 
following condition: 
There exists E E I, such that for all x,y E X either inf,,,, 
v(x, y) = 1 or there exists v E U such that v(x, y) < 1 - E. (C) 
Then (X, U) is ultracomplete if and only if it is complete. 
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Proof: We obviously only need to show the “if” part. Let (E be a 
minimal hyper Cauchy pretilter. For any 8 E syR(0) we have 
which means each 8 E .9,,,(K) is upper Cauchy. From the completeness of 
(X, U) and from the fact that supg, F,“,(r, c(B) = c(E) = 1. one now obtains 
sup adh E(x) = sup 
IEX xex ,,s$, adh @Cx) 
= e,sr&, c(B) = 1 (5) 
m 
Suppose there does not exist a point x,, such that adh K(x,) = 1; then from 
(5) it follows that we can find x,, x2 E X such that if we put 
ai = adh tI(xi), i= 1, 2, 
then 
I--E<a,<az< 1. (6) 
From (6) and the definition of adh it follows that there exists p E K such that 
&x,) < &x,). By Lemma 9.1 this implies that fii V(X, y) < 1. 
From condition (C) it then follows that we can find V’ E U, 6 E I, such 
that 
v’(x,,x,) < 1 - & - 6. 
From [ 10, Corollary 5.21 we can choose v E U closed such that v - 6/2 < v’. 
Finally choose p E (I such that ,u X p - 612 ,< v; then we have 
l-&<<*=a,Aa, 
Gfl(x,> ~PW=PXX(x,,x,) 
< v(x, 7 x2) + d/2 < V’(XI , x2) + 6 
<l-E, 
which is a contradiction and proves that there exists x, E X such that adh 
K(x,) = 1. By Lemma 8.1, this implies t$ = U(x,), which proves (X, U) is 
ultracomplete. 
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